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IS THIS IOWA JUSTICE?
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Before I make any statement, I would like to make clear that it is not my belief that
all judges and lawyers in America are immoral. However, my past experience with the
American legal system and its cold face of injustice has left me with no option but to write
my story that dates back thirty years ago in Scott County, Iowa when I was made a
scapegoat by a dishonest judge in order to satisfy his political ambition. Still to this day, his
decision is blinding the legal counsels and judges and deranging my current case.
I am writing this because it is a true life story. I feel it is extremely important for people
to know and understand the truth about their Justice System. From my personal
experiences, I found it not to be as claimed, but a system rife with incompetence, collusion
and outright breaking the rule of law. For example, Scott County Iowa Judge Bobbi Apler
(Judge C.H. Pelton) did not give me enough time to look for a new lawyer after I fired
lawyer, Douglas Scovil. The Iowa law allows 21days to find a new lawyer, but they gave me
only 16-17 days that included 2 weekends. My court date was August 15th, August 17-18th,
2011. The letter to fire the lawyer was stamped July 29th 8:07(attachment 1). I also sent a
letter through certified mail to the Chief Judge Apler with the justification and request for
continuance of the court date. I did not know this is final date because of the “statue of the
limitation”; the judge, and my lawyer, Scovil did not tell me. I was wondering why they held
my alimony checks on the lawyer’s desk for a year, so I had to fight for alimony until the
last court date (statute of limitation). However, I still did not receive the delinquent
alimony of almost $12,000.00 (over 4 years). Scovil did nothing to build my financial
argument, even though I had hired a forensic CPA in Chicago who prepared all documents.
Later, he assumed I was going to fire him then he sent unrelated junk papers that provided
no help at the court. However, per my CPA’s requests, Scovil was not successful in the
discovery process to secure the other side’s financial documents. Also, even without
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discoveries or deposition we had no records from the finances from 26 years (28years) of
marriage and business. Therefore, I lost my a half of stock ownership in The Camera
Corner Corporation and my solo name own business Marco Polo Fine Jewelry and
Gift Shop business, ( attachment 2) and two properties.
Without a lawyer, Judge Mary Howes decided my 3 days in court was approximately
less than 10 hours in duration. Therefore, most of the proceedings where allocated to the
third scheduled day, August 18th, 2010 for 10 hours. This is just as my lawyer, Douglas
Scovil told us in second meeting (There are other people with me) “The judges are tired
and sick your case so the final date, August 15th, 2011 No matter what they decide”. I had
just started divorce and I did not know why these judges felt like that? The aunt of a good
friend who was also a retired Judge said June’s case is (was) involved in carrier political
ambition. During the second day court processing, I was coughing with blood all over my
shirt and then I had to go hospital. During the ER visit, I was waiting for my insurance but I
was not sure I had coverage or not because my former husband changed insurance 3-4
months before. I was not covered. Scovil did not work to secure my insurance, and despite
I pushed him to compel enforcement of the court order for insurance coverage. I could not
even set up an appointment with him, but my Caucasian friend called him and set up for an
appointment right way. She got an appointment just about a month before final court date
so this is one of the reasons why I terminated him. Also appellate lawyer, Greg Geerdes
behaved the same way so I do not have insurance and lost properties and business (see 5.0
Common Traits of Lawyers).
While this country was founded on the rule of law, our current justice system
follows it marginally. My story begins a little over 27 year ago I came to America with my
new husband who had been positioned in Korea on assignment for the US government.
After a few years the marriage dissolved. I was a relative newcomer, English is a second
language and my belief in the American Justice System was very positive. However, during
the judicial proceedings of the last 27years I was used as a scapegoat to further
others’ career ambitions. After court proceedings and unfair court decisions, I was sitting
in the hallway crying and choked with tears. Of course at that time not many Oriental
people were around eastern Iowa and the public stared at me. After a little while two big
men grabbed me and put me into a cell (of course I was screaming). They even
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threatened me so many times; “if you are not quite then you will stay forever in that
cell”. They took my picture for their career political ambitions on a special period of
time for the delinquent payments of child-support. I paid my lawyer when I sold my
property - even monthly at just a little over $100.00 and had little else. After this matter, I
found it extremely hard to get a lawyer in this town. Even if I did not relate this matter,
they brought this case up to take advantage of me. (see “ Is this Iowa Justice, 3.2
Business Swiped from Me” and Attachment 3; former husband’s writing to Quad City
Times and attachment 4; Southeast Bank , IL. A dormant bank account supported by a
statement, where over $91,000.00 completely disappeared as discussed below,
Southeast Bank IL.)
After those events, I was lucky enough to put my life back together and got married.
Even though Tom was relatively rich, we had no pre-nuptial agreement. We were focused
on our business. Even my ex- father-in-law set up The Camera Corner, Muscatine he did not
make this successful but my husband and I did become wealthy. We lived in the same town,
the Quad Cities of Iowa for the entire time. In-laws were busy in our lives. However, we
manage to grow one business and I started another store called Marco Polo Jewelry &
Unique Gifts. They were very successful. While Tom was the business genius on the
business side, I was also business savvy especially the Marco Polo Jewelry. I stated the
Marco Polo store with my own parent’s money (why my own name), was the
manager/director who made it all work through people skills, knowledge of the work and
keeping on tasks, just to mention a few. During the Marco Polo Fine Jewelry work I still
have lots of burns scalded on my hand from the jewelry construction. However, I then
found out that Tom had a male lover and soon filed for divorce. This is something I
had not taken lightly since I endured many lonely nights. I am also a strong Christian
and I had filed couple times before due to this man’s cheating to finance his parents
but dropped it. However, after I discovered the cheating with a male lover, I could not
tolerate the situation anymore. The ensuing divorce proceedings caused me significant
health effects and taught me much about the Justice System most of which I am sad to say is
horrible.
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2.0 HYPOTHESIS ABOUT LAWYERS/JUDGES:
First of all, I would like to say, absolutely not all lawyers and judges are crooked and
there are good people and bad people in the world as well. I remember the old judges who
are retired and I saw the honest judges and lawyers in this court.
From my experience, I believe that the Justice System is broken and fetid. Lawyers are
incompetent and lack customer focus, while Judges do not follow the law and even allow it
to be broken to protect themselves and their crony ex-colleagues. Many Judges were once
practicing lawyers themselves and therefore the interpersonal relationships are powerful.
In many ways, the Judges and Lawyers operate in an inbred relationship called the
American Justice System. Without the free-enterprise environment, they as an industry
have no mechanisms to control their quality (the Bar is like a labor Union restricting
access to all but a few). Several of my friends have told me that based on their previous
complaints to the Bar Association are fruitless. I will make the case for this belief below.

3.0 Making the Case:
To initiate the divorce I hired Candy Pasternak. At first she seemed to be interested in
helping me. But after contacting the other side, Candy Pasternak did not carry through on
the court filings. Despite having agreement for temporary spousal support, I never
received the payments. Apparently she and the other attorney had agreed to withhold the
alimony payments until I delivered a storage locker key and motorcycles (ducatis) keys.
How did these become the topic of the first meeting? I had delivered the key but they lost it.
At that time I was in California and after several phone calls and no answer, she did not
send me the court documents and alimony which I had negotiated in the court. I went to
the Clerk of Court and asked for copy of my documents but they could not find my case. It
had completely disappeared. I told one of the Court staff, Danny, of the Clerk of Court’s
office “this is ridiculous I have filed divorce and have a negotiation with judge to pay
alimony and completely did not show any documents?” Danny talked to another staff
member with kind of whispered tones and while they were looking found the documents
under the other side’s file? On that file, a Judge had written on scratch paper,” Attorney,
Candy Pasternak has to prepare the support documents and then submit to judge”. This
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would have started my alimony but these lawyers did not work, and for over 4 years still I
did not completely receive the alimony. My former husband said “I want to pay, but the
lawyers say do not pay it” (other person was there too). Also he wrote that the court record
stated (attachment 5) all alimony checks are on the desk of Janice H. Roemer. But, they
were held, until I signed an agreement not to enter my main house, Florida condo, the
Camera Corner, INC. and my own solo business, Marco Polo, eventually I lost all these
property except the main Bettendorf house (which was poison). I had no income for 1.5
years, and therefore I desperately signed and agreed not to enter even my own home. I
believe that Duane Goedken (former Husband’s Family Trust lawyer in Muscatine) was
behind the scene pulling the strings that caused me to lose my properties and business. He
controlled all the Camera Corner documents and checks and I was wondering why my
husband (now ex-husband) paid huge amounts in checks (some part his checks I have).
At the last meeting with Candy Pasternak, when I opened my files and she saw my
documents which she had hidden, she said “How did you find the papers”. I just left her
office. I wanted to talk her assistant but she said “she does not work here anymore”.
Moreover, when I met with her, I always brought my translator and she said, “I do not
understand why you bring the interpreter?” She was not happy about it, but she caused a
bad situation when she repeatedly said “I do not understand you”. All lawyers use similar
excuses. Of course Judge Mary Howes behaved the same way when she did not allow my
privately hired interpreter who is still working in Scott County Court. This experience with
Candy Pasternak would become the pattern of behavior exhibited by many of the lawyers I
encountered. I terminated Candy Pasternak and hired Doug Scovil (from Rock Island, IL).
Scovil was highly recommended by a friend and was highly recommended by others in
the Rock Island area. He had the reputation of someone who would fight for me. The first
meeting went well.
The real action begins at our second meeting with Mr. Scovil. At this meeting he told us
the judge is sick and tired of my case so no matter the situation, data and discovery findings
all will be decided. He was highly confident of his job performance and the possibility of an
appeal if things turned out poorly. Therefore, he did not tell me about the statute of
limitation related to Appeal. Overall, the lawyer, Douglas Scovil did not execute due
diligence regarding the finances, despite the fact I hired a forensic CPA myself. Specifics
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here include; the lack of important and key appraisals of the businesses and properties by
certifiable witnesses, lack of a deposition, etc. Leading up before the court hearing, I was
concerned about his lack of preparation. I had wanted the court date postponed because he
was not ready, but he would not accept an appointment with me.
As I will learn, the initial meeting with a lawyer always goes well, they tell you
want you want to hear and not what they really think. They are actually running a
business and want the clients. While the Justice system may look like a professional
business like a physician, physicians take an oath while lawyers do not. Essentially, the
first meeting is a sales meeting for the lawyer.
One of the big items Mr. Scovil missed was the Hawaii property. (See 3.3 The Hawaii
property funds a War Chest) The Hawaii property foreclosure hearing was
Wednesday June 29, 2011 at 9:00 AM. He sent e-mail to me, Tuesday, June 28, 201111:21AM. The email came short of not even one day before, and the Subject of the email
was “Call me immediately!!!!”. At this time, he knows I will fire him because I could not get
a response from him nor make an appointment near the final court date. He just pretended
he was working for me. Also, he did not expect I was in Hawaii. The content of the email,
“June, There is an issue with the house in Hawaii. You need to call me immediately. If I’m
not available when you call, leave a number where I can reach you any time!” I answered
“Thanks for your email. You should have told me ahead before now about this matter
although you said don’t take care of this Hawaii property. I am taking care of this matter.
Thank you. PS. Please, long time ago and also a couple of days ago I sent an agenda (to
Motion to file court for insurances and alimony delay, etc...) I really want to hear from you
as soon as possible.” He did not know I was at lawyer’s office in Hawaii. Once we had to
call the Hawaii lawyer with my phone(my phone # is out of state,909 area code) with the
speaker turned on he was talking bad about me when the Hawaii lawyer said “ June is here”.
Mr. Scovil immediately stopped talking with him.
The Hawaii property would become a pivotal item later on in the continuing saga
even after the appeal. The specific events about the Hawaii property will be related
below.
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3.1 My Tribulations with Judges Start
(Supreme Court Judge Thomas D. Waterman
is not involved my case but his wife….)
I did not involve her husband, Thomas D. Waterman in my case. In 1997 I first filed
divorce with Tom L. Fitzpatrick (now my former husband) Maria Waterman was my lawyer.
During the divorce I had to go Korea for an urgent family matter. She told me don’t worry
here I will take care of the divorce case. When I came back from Korea my husband, Tom
told me your lawyer is a crook but I did not believe him. I thought he wanted to make
trouble between my lawyer so I told him “you care yourself and she is fine”. However,
unlike most divorce cases where most people become enemy with each other but not me,
we were not fighting and still we have lunch and supper together. Also at that time she did
not know we were still in a good relationship and we really did not want divorce, but just
his mother’s behaviors caused problems. His mother sneaked in our bedroom while
sleeping and caused trouble between my Marco polo employees. Also my former
husband’s long term family trust lawyer knew Tom really did not want to divorce me as
well (he is not Quad City lawyer, Muscatine county). Then my lawyer, Maria not knowing
about this situation told Tom’s lawyer (when I went Korea) she wants to take out
$ 20,000.00 from my frozen account to share to Tom’s lawyer. Tom told me that the Maria
Waterman would take the half of the $ 20,000.00 and she wants to give Tom’s lawyer the
other half of the money. Tom also told me that his lawyer said he owed less than $ 2,000.00.
Then Maria told him the rest of money could be given to Tom. When I heard this story, I
could not believe him but he said, if you do not believe me I want to go her office, the Lane
and Waterman firm with you. Finally, we had talked to Waterman’s firm with Tom as
witness to discuss who in the firm is charging like this. We were in negotiations to not pay
the balance of $8000.00 for her fee, but I already paid her about $5,000.00. I did not
complain to the state and the lawyer’s association bar, but after Tom and I complained to
the law firm she was out of the Lane and Waterman’s firm. I do not know if she was out of
their firm because me? My previous Lutheran church senior pastor related he had
complained about Waterman’s firm to his congregations not too long ago about my matter.
These days I think she is that bad?
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Now these days do lawyers do this? In this small town like as Quad City the lawyers
are just as like to family to one another. After this matter, I had bad reputation amongst
lawyers and judges and not only me, but also Tom. My initial lawyer, Candy Pasternak told
my Chicago Korean lawyer regarding June and Tom, both have a bad reputation. I did not
do anything wrong. I am an innocent person, I did not break law but they did. Why am I a
bad person like a criminal?
Before the final decree come out, they said my final decree will be come after 3
months. Every week I went to court to check and also I went the department of the court
reporter to ask to my copy of court processing. I met Judge Mary Howes and she said
to me “Do you have a lawyer?” I need lawyer for make a copy of documents? Also, I
was waiting to see the court reporter for divorce time, when someone who was working in
reporter’s department came to me and asked “could I help you? I said to her I am waiting
to see the reporter who is in the court room with judge working on some job. After a little
while she asked me again so I told her my matter and she asked me my name so I told her.
When she was looking in the computer she said “then did you have criminal charges?”
I said “ What?, Criminal charges?” I did not have any criminal charges? During this
conversation she called someone who came to me and apologized. “I was thinking
another person so by mistake came out the word “Criminal”. Then she nicely escorted
me to reporter’s room at which time I met Judge Mary Howes who said “do you have a
lawyer?” Kicking me out. Certainly it would be sealed for public but the lawyers can
see documents that are bad about me? Otherwise why would that clerk say to me
“criminal “? In addition, in a separate event, one female lawyer I want to hire told me I had
a bad reputation. Why? These lawyers and judges broke the law and colluded against me,
not me! After the Maria Waterman matter, I dropped my divorce. When my former
husband and I would argue he would threaten me “as you saw lawyer, Maria
Waterman who is crooked as all lawyers and judges like this, they only want money
and if I give money under the table to fund their career ambition then you can’t
divorce. If you do, you will get nothing”. Is it Right? Why I had received less than 20 %
of the all assets? Why I lost almost all my properties during the marriage we
purchased in both name? Why the Hawaii property all paid by cash but foreclosed by
auction which was a half of property value of $ 310,000.00. Funds transferred from
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the Hawaii state fund to former husband’s lawyer, Stephen Newport and to buy even
my lawyers? Is it a part of their career political ambitions? And why these lawyers
file contempt of court against an innocent citizen such that she is imprisoned, even
though my former husband died. The dead man appeared in court to file contempt
against me? This $ 310,000.00 is my property not lawyers for them to use for their
“ THEATRICS?” until this money is exhausted? As my former husband told the
lawyers “I do not have interest in this auction money whatever you guys want to do”,
so why they took me to court and charged me with contempt?
November 07, 2013. 12:47 pm I saw some judges, one of Supreme Judge
Thomas D. Waterman at my church, Harvest Bible Chapel. During the fellowship I went
to Mr. Waterman to talk “are you Judge Mr. Waterman?” He said yes. You may to know, I
am June Fitzpatrick and Hi “ you may know my former husband, Tom Fitzpatrick died, in
spite of our 3 churches some congregations had prayed for my former husband Tom, we
wanted and I have been praying for his heart to change to the Lord, but not die, yet he
died. After he died he filed court papers to charge me with contempt, innocent
citizen? He said “I came here with my two daughters and are attending this church also”. I
said to him “so beautiful girls as like mom” I want to talk more but he was gone. Yes I was
happy to see him at church because the Bible, Romans 10:17 “faith comes from hearing the
message, and this message is heard through the word of Christ”. I hope he is a good honest
judge so someone who is suffering under the injustice like me in Scott County Iowa, will
receive fair judgment. Such that an innocent person is not harmed or tormented. This is
indirectly murder! (hospital records; I was hospitalized three times for stroke symptoms
and could not walk for 4 months).
I learned through a tough way that this is torture and indirectly murder. I want to
say “Fetid Scott County Iowa justice get off my back, I am an innocent Person! I want to rest
and peace for my Life!” I have been truly praying for these judges to find their faiths when I
saw the Judges in my church.

I hope they never come to church for political ambition.
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3.2 – Business Swiped from Me – June’s Solo
Business Assets Disappeared into Southeast
National Bank
I had been the sole proprietor of a fine jewelry and special gifts shop called Marco
Polo. The business was very successful and brought unique gift items from around the
world to people in the Quad Cities. The Southeast National Bank during the Marco Polo
operation with former husband took out money to transfer to the Camera Corner Inc.
without June’s approval. A couple of years of later, the Marco Polo was sold out to the
Camera Corner Inc, without June’s approval and with the assistance of their of Carol
Schuster and the firm of Clifton Gunderson, LLP. The Marco Polo store had $91,000 in the
Southeast National Bank per a 2010 statement, however the account was dormant. During
the preparations for the appeal in 2011, Southeast National Bank denied having the
account at all, despite that I have previous bank statements from them. Can I have my own
solo business bank statement without hiring a lawyer to obtain it? As a result, when the
divorce decree was issued, Tom was able to keep all the businesses and assets, therefore I
lost my business.

3.3 The Hawaii Property Funds a War Chest
The Hawaii property was sold by foreclosure auction on purpose. We purchased a lot
about 20 years ago in both names while I was working at a real estate company. My best
high school friend was living in Hawaii at that time and Japan’s and Korea’s economies
were poor so the Hawaii real estate values were dropping. Our lot was $700,000 but
reduced down to $300,000.00. We purchased it and started to build the foundation.
Unfortunately, construction was stopped (Tom and the construction argument over money)
after we paid about $900,000.00 to completely finish the construction we needed
$800,000.00. It was estimated that with the construction complete, its value would be
$4million. Why my former husband purposely lead the situation to foreclosure and
he told all lawyers, especially to Hawaii lawyer? So why Iowa main judge, Mary Howes
was waiting my divorce decision of decree (it took over 6months) after all these things,
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foreclosure, and auction of Hawaii property had been done? My former husband refused to
pay any of the Hawaii association fees. After I filed for the divorce he did not pay penalty
and it had accumulated debt to $30,000.00. While my former husband was not planning to
build, the Loa Ridge Association penalized us $ 50.00 per day. While they were planning
the foreclosure, all the lawyers, even my Hawaii lawyer colluded to finish the construction.
If it is a finished property, it would be almost 2 million dollars of profit, therefore they did
not tell me but their plan to complete construction. After the second meeting with Doug
Scovil (at that time my main IA. lawyer) then, he fully disclosed he does not have license in
Hawaii so he could not help any with the Hawaii property. I went to Hawaii just before the
foreclosure and met my Hawaii lawyer. I did not receive any documents and papers from
Tom, my lawyers, and association of Loa Ridge and therefore I wanted to review them.
Upon the papers review, I found my forged signature and Tom’s false letter as well. I
went to court to tell the judge. The Judge claimed he did not make the foreclosure
(Hawaii property law is each tenant in entirety) since he was waiting for the main
Scott County Court Iowa decision. However, through another judge, Bert Ayaby the
foreclosure proceeded so quickly. It was decided by the court to auction the
property. These actions were through Bert Ayaby without waiting for the main court
decision. When it was auction time, I went to Hawaii again with a couple of Hawaiian
friends and Korean lawyer (I said to my Hawaii lawyer, Mr. Painter he is my
translator but he already know the Korean guy is a lawyer) Mr. Painter said to me
“your husband, Tom said he is not interested in this auction money, whatever you
guys want to do.” After the Hawaii property auction my Hawaii lawyer was afraid I
would change to Korean lawyer so he said to me “I can give you this auction money of
$500,000.00 in your hand.” But, the property sold for $ 620,000.00. (a couple of
weeks later after the auction they changed the amount to $690,000) However, he put
this check into the state treasurer. Even though I wanted my half of the check at that
time he did not give it to me because the main court Iowa had not yet decided it. As
soon as after Iowa divorce decree come out, the appellate lawyer Greg Geerdes and
the other side lawyer Newport were trying to transfer this money to Iowa Newport’s
trust account. But I did not want at that time because during the auction they hired
the commissioner and all after expenses there was about $ 15,000.00-$20,000.00
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difference. It was not cleared why the difference, so I wanted to know. A few months
ago my lawyer, Gregg Geerdes did not file the appeal and it was going on 3 weeks
while it has limited time for one month. As a result, I could not sleep and so stressed,
I had pain and numbness in half side of my body again.
I could not pay attention the legal wrangling, but just my health. These
lawyers never filed motion to compel for my health insurance even I told them so
many times to file motion in the court. It was court ordered that my former husband
to pay the health insurance. The lawyers just paid attention to the Hawaii property
fund such that the funds transferred to Newport’s account. My lawyer, Geerdes
threaten me if you do not transfer that money to Iowa it would be lost so we were
prepared to sign all papers for you. I did not sign and had explained to leave it in
Hawaii in temporary account until it became clear about the differences. The money
difference caused them to send threatening e-mail again if you do not transfer to
Newport’s lawyer account then “you will lose entire Hawaii fund” 04/26/12 -09:09
(attachment 6) so I sent him e-mail that asked “how will my fund be lost explain by email?”, but he did not answer me. In spite he threatened me like this. I did not sign it.
Then my former husband hired a Hawaii lawyer and transferred this fund into the
lawyer, Newport’s trust account.
It does not make sense my former husband said he does not have money for
$30,000.00 to pay penalty to protect Hawaii property but the value was $1.3 million
and we put cash about $900.000.00, so it was sold by auction??? Then he hired a big
firm Hawaii lawyer for this??? After this auction fund came from Hawaii to Newport
trust account and as Tom said “whatever you guys want to do with this money”. Is
this why my lawyers demonstrate the same pattern and all same behaviors??? They
buy off my lawyers with this money??? How this property is related to the Scott
County Court Iowa? Just 17 minutes before processing court they switched to Mary
Howes from another Judge? Why did Judge Howes delete the information from the
court reporter’s description leading to a disappearance of the first court processing
day. Judge Howe told court reporter to delete statements (30-40 minutes processing
record August 15, 2011) where they had talked about the Hawaii property. Why?
The other side produced wrong documents to be submitted for the construction
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completion of the Hawaii property? Why is this record completely gone? Also do not
allow a translator even while she showed up that morning to court? The judge, Mary
Howes knew the Hawaii property would be foreclosed and sold by auction. After the
property was sold by auction, as I expected the main Judge Mary Howes to issue the
final decree such that half the amount would become available soon. Yes it was
disbursed! After this the money, $310.000.00 went to the opposing lawyer, Newport.
Then the WAR with his family trust lawyer Dwayne Goedken started, they charged
me with contempt of court even though my former husband died. Until this fund has
a zero balance, these guys will take me to court? This money belonged to me, but
even the opposing lawyer, Newport is using it to ask for his lawyer’s Fee from me?

3.4 ESTATES IN FLORIDA AND MUSCATINE
COUNTY.
My former husband, Tom died June 12, 2013-7:05 but the trust lawyer, Duane J.
Goedken and his family did not even announce an obituary in newspaper until July
14, 2013 on The Camera Corner Inc., in advertising section “memory of Thomas L.
Fitzpatrick”. I learned about this from a third person. Most of the time Tom was
living in Davenport Iowa but during the winter he went to our Florida condo often
but he never lived in Florida on a continuous basis. He always voted twice in two
places, Florida and Iowa. However, his family trust lawyer, Duane J. Goedken had
published estate claim on the Muscatine newspaper (not this town ) leaving just 4
months ( this is law?) to file a claim. But by the time I learned about the newspaper
publication, it was already over 2 months past period. My lawyer, Philip E. Koenig
never told me and until we asked him.
During the contempt battle the court document “exhibit 6” never appeared, even
though that was the document that stated the vehicles I needed to surrender. I do
not know what is in the exhibit 6, despite my best friend and I asked him more than 3
times. But still he did not answer us. Also Koenig sent a letter in mid-November
2013 that the Yamaha motorcycle they took out from my garage and was placed it
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into the Fitzpatrick estate. A couple of weeks later I went Muscatine court to check,
but there was no mention of the motorcycle in the court documents. Where are
these motorcycles? Why do these lawyers act with such intensity to take these
motorcycles including the other lawyer Newport actually coming to my resident
Bettendorf house directly? I was hospitalized for 3 nights 4 days but I did not
remembered since I was brink of death. I had not completely recovered my health
and I needed to stay in hospital longer, but I had to leave earlier because I do not
have insurance. But as soon as I got out of the hospital and very sick I would have a
conference for contempt. I was asking my lawyer to delay the conference but just
right away my lawyer said “ No”. I was very worried about him filling the
appearance as my lawyer even though he received a retainer fee with contract
signed. He did not file his appearance until 2months afterwards. The distress caused
me to be hospitalized. Why these lawyers behave similar to previous lawyers?
However, no matter what he had done to secure the QDRO for pension (this is the
real reason they filed the contempt against me, the timeline shows it.)
I found that former husband, Tom said that he did not have $30,000 to avoid
foreclosure on the Hawaii property. Now his estate is over $4.5million with cash of
over $1 million. Is this sense?
The opaqueness of the estate working just gets worse. During the meeting of
11/25/2013 2:00 pm I asked Koenig “you said the Yamaha motorcycle was not in
Tom’s Muscatine estate (he sent me a letter) and said that it is in Florida estate, but
it does not make sense at all. They want to transfer $ 300,000.00 from the Florida
estate money to Muscatine but they state that they have trouble doing that. There
was no further explanation. They did not tell me for over 2months that I needed to
file a claim against the Muscatine estate within 4 months. But with less than
2months now my lawyer, Koenig told me in his e-mail that they were having trouble
getting the Florida cash money transferred to the Florida estate account. Why now
tell me??? He is still my lawyer but sometimes he makes me confused in my case.
In his letter of October 30, 2013 to Dane, Koenig refers to hiring Dane and
promised a fee for his services. He had hired an Iowa lawyer, H.J. (Jack) Dane for
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his co-counsel for my case. First of all, he did not even ask me for approval of this
particular individual and he did not inform ahead of time. Second of all, the
opposing party Geerdes communicated directly with Dane even though he knew
Koenig was representing me.
As of October 30, 2013, the contempt and the Geerdes (June’s previous Appeal case
lawyer) cases were resolved. My lawyer did not prepare for the Geerdes case. He did not
even remember that we had a pre-trial conference later in the week until I remind of it. At
that time, he said he would file a continuance. Unfortunately, 8:30 PM the night before the
pre-trial conference he sent me an email saying that we could not have a continuance and
needed to ne in court the following day at 1:00 PM. Therefore, we could not argue my case
and the Judge strongly urged me to settle on that day. The settlement went towards
Geerdes. Why did Dane start to ask Koenig questions about this case after most of the
matters were settled? If he is truly interested, should he not have helped before the
contempt was settled? Since I did not hire Dane; who is H. J. (Jack) Dane? Is this my Iowa
lawyer? Then why did he not show up on my contempt and not defend me? Now, I
submitted a claim for my alimony $ 140,000.00 against Tom’s estate. The claim period
will close January 2, 2014. They will pay my alimony before closing the estate?
Otherwise, if I could not get it, I will have a court battle with these lawyers? Why Lawyer H.
Jack Dane suddenly appeared to my lawyer? When I was charged with contempt and
needed help he was silent, but now? Beside this I am still the owed the previous
delinquent alimony (over 4 years) and have accumulated lots bills for the Bettendorf house.
The Bettendorf property which the court awarded to me is also a big poison to me. I
am living in the Bettendorf house. The Bettendorf house had an assessed value of $420,000
but the Stephen Newport claimed the house value of $675,000 and the Judge believed him.
The higher value of the house puts it above the value as the Camera Corner commercial
building. Since my former husband knew that the Bettendorf house was going to be
awarded to me (despite I was not asking for it, but he wanted our commercial store
building and for me to get the Bettendorf house, the judge, Mary Howes unfairly decided
100% his way) he neglected it and did not take care of this property. Now I could not sell it
because of the all the problems: leaks, unkept lawn, exorbitant and unrealistic high
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property taxes, general lack of upkeep and many other problems. I have hired people to fix
these problems at the cost of thousands and thousands. Moreover, he permitted
unrealistically high real estate taxes so I could not sale this property.

3.5 – Mysterious Clerk of Court: Julie Carlin
The Clerk of Scott County Court- Julie Carlin- signed my alimony checks. I had
several alimony checks disappeared in 2010. This happened again on May 1st, 2013.
These canceled checks for these missing alimony payments of 2010 where endorsed
by Julie Carlin. I know the last alimony check was sent by my ex-husband just before
he died but it disappeared. The last check was even cashed at the 5th/3rd Bank in
Sterling IL. I have twice requested a meeting with Julie Carlin to learn more about this
situation, but each time I make the request I am told she is not available. The clerk of
district court, Scott County, Iowa, Julie Carlin did not help me. On top of this my attorney, P
Koenig tells me that she will not meet with me because she is a public official and only gives
direction to people in her office. But then why did she endorse (with a signed autograph)
my missing alimony checks? (Attachment 7)

3.6 THE DIVORCE TRIAL
After Hawaii property matters were done by auction as I expected the main court
decree by the Judge Mary Howes. Of Course the decision was all to my husband favor
and I had been married a long time (28years). Despite being active in the business for
many years and I did not have prenuptial, I received less than 20 % of the marital property
value. I even lost my own solo name business, Marco Polo Fine Jewelry& Gift (Attachment
2), my half of stock (Attachment2) for The Camera Corner INC. and half my pension too.
Moreover, why these main lawyers, Douglas Scovil and the appellate lawyer, Gregg Geerdes
did not work for me and only interested in working the Hawaii matters? Even late, all
lawyers do not want to file an appearance as my lawyer even though they received retainer
fees and signed contracts. May be they already knew the opposition will charge me with
contempt to imprison me? When I would first meet with them they could not help Hawaii
property, but after the Hawaii property was sold by auction, they were interested in having
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the money transferred to Iowa. During the last meeting (05/18/2011 with my
interpreter) my appellate lawyer Geerdes did not want to work on the pension, but
only the Hawaii matters and delinquent alimony. Even though my husband sent the
alimony, lawyers on both sides held it up. Geerdes even withheld my past due
alimony as his fee.
Scovil was not diligent when the finances were concerned. My forensic CPA
prepared all financial documents but he was unable to file any of the findings. We had
several properties, two businesses and sizable savings and investment however Mr.
Scovil did not file a discovery motion of Tom’s finances nor did Scovil subpoena him
for a deposition regarding the finances. I am lucky Tom did not any debt or I could have
been saddled with that. Nevertheless, without knowing the true value of the properties or
businesses I was left subject to the manipulations that my ex-husband’s attorney would
present in the court with the Judge’s approval. Due to Scovil’s lack of due diligence, and in
my opinion; incompetence and inattentiveness to answer my questions, I was forced to fire
Mr. Scovil.
After I fired him I needed him to return my papers but he did not, his secretary
said that he will come back from vacation the evening of my last court day,
08/18/2011 – too late.
After I had fired my lawyer, the Judge did not grant me enough time to find
another attorney. This is in violation of Iowa rule of law since it provides 21days but
only I was allowed only 17 days (included 2 weekends), as shown on court paper
lawyer. Scovil was to file to court 07/28/2011 but the filed sealed was July29, 20118:07 at clerk of district court Scott county IA. My certified mail (can prove) was
express sent to Judge Bobbi Alpers and Scovil on 07/26/2011 time-stamped was
after 3:00pm. Mr. Scovil was terminated as my lawyer and I ask the judge to postpone my
court date with reasons. The post office staff said to me the mail will be there next day
about 4:00pm that means the court granted Scovil leave to withdraw as my attorney
2011 July 29 am 8:07. The court gave me only 17 days-included (2 weekends),
because my court date was 08/15/2011. The court records did not show this date
and has disappeared from the court record as the Judge Mary Howes told the court
recorder many times to delete statements.
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I even sent a certified mail to a chief of Judge Bobbi Apler to ask delay my court date
and asked her why judges said they are sick and tired of my case? Why did they decide
my situation?
17minutes before the start of the court proceedings, there was a judge change to Mary
Howes. Previously, 30 minutes before the scheduled court time, I asked a staff of the clerk
of court what judge would be going to hear my divorce case and she told me it was a male
judge’s name. Also, Judge Howes deleted completely one of the most important court
proceedings date, 08/15/2013 (concerning only the Hawaii property). When I was in court
proceedings a little while, the other side submitted new construction documents of Hawaii
property. She then told the court reporter that the last statements are to be all deleted. The
proceedings were for the property and delayed the start of the divorce proceedings for at
least over 30-40 minutes but records for that date completely disappeared from the Court
Reporter’s record. Also she said this topic would continue on another day, but it did not.
She did not allow my privately hired interpreter. This interpreter often worked as an
interpreter at Scott County court. Judge Mary Howes told one staff of the clerk of court
“do not let her have an interpreter tomorrow”. I certainly need a translator from my
language to English because I have a heavy accent. Also, the sentence structure of Korean
and American English are very different as well.
The morning of the second scheduled court hearing processing time; I was
hospitalized for stress (coughing blood, vomiting, etc.). However, since I had no
lawyer I asked for release from the hospital so that I can represent myself in court. I
was released from the hospital at about noon the day before the last day of trial. I needed
to file a motion for continuance that at 1:30 that afternoon. However, the clerk of court
told me that the Judge was out for the rest of the day and that I should come back at
8:30 the next morning. I still wonder why I saw the Judge enter the court room just
as I was leaving. When I confronted the Clerk about the Judge being in the building,
she denied it. The Clerk told me that the Judge told her a translator is not allowed.
The trial was scheduled to start again for 9:00 am the next day. When I told the clerk
of court “why you lied to me? I just saw judge, Mary Howes just a minute ago, she got
in to here and not out rest of the day” then they said to me “tomorrow 8:30 am
decided to continue or not”. Does it not make sense? I am so sick now for tomorrow
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9:00 am, I could not make it but they set up the 30 minutes earlier than 9:00 am? Of
course the next morning, due to my health conditions I was not able to attend the court
hearing until 9:10am. After all final court processing, they told me the decree will come 3
months so I wanted to copy.
I originally had 3 days of court proceedings of divorce dates were 08/15/2011,
08/17/2013, and 08/18/2013 but they just decided the divorce settlement in less than a
half day. We had been marriage for 26 (28 years together) and a business together over 25
years.

3.7 THE APPEAL
Just before the foreclosure I went to lawyer Gregg Geerdes regarding the Hawaii
property but he did not help because he does not have a license for Hawaii. Instead he
offered to handle the appeal. He said this in front of my Korean pastor and since he seemed
more knowledgeable than lawyer Scovil, I hired Geerdes to appeal the IA court decision.
However, he was very slow (after talking to the opposing lawyer). He did not file the appeal
which has a one month time limit. I wanted to desperately file the appeal in court, as it was
going onto 3 weeks. I had a bad experience with Mr. Scovil and was very anxious. He did
not execute his job with diligence and was negligent in telling me about the statute of
limitation. Due to Mr. Scovil’s negligence (no discovery, no depositions, inadequate real
estate appraisals and insufficient business appraisal) I got only less than 20 % of my assets
in first court decree. When Geerdes read my decree he even said “this is absolute unfair and
even pension was not split like it should have half and that long marriage only less than
20%?”
After appeal I could not go forward to fight, despite most of it was not fair and based on
incorrect information. Geerdes said to me “appellate judges would be angry if you go too
forward, may lose the pension if you go forward, you the pension would not receive it”.
While I appreciated the judges were concerned about my pension through the QDRO,
Geerdes did not work to secure the pension via the QDRO filing, just alimony and the
Hawaii bond (after the property was sold by auction the money from Hawaii was
transferred to the lawyer, Stephen Newport trust account.).
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During my last meeting with Mr. Geerdes, my Korean interpreter asked him “what
would you be doing next for June and you already your fees almost $25,000.00 for a little
over 3 months?” He said he only work on the Hawaii matter and alimony. But still I did not
receive delinquent alimony $12,000.00 and Geerdes held the alimony in-lieu of his
fee. I deposited a retainer fee to Mr. Geerdes on 02/01/11 he filed the appeal in court on
03/06/2011 but the retainer money of $10,000.00 was almost had gone within two
weeks 02/14/2011 before he filed the appeal in court. While waiting for him to file in
court with the statute of limitations running out, I could not sleep and was feeling stress. I
suffered stroke symptoms and was hospitalized. After I was released from the hospital I
needed treatment per Dr.’s order but I could not since my ex-husband had changed my
insurance. Again, why do these lawyers only work for my alimony and Hawaii property
matter? After two and half months from when I hired him, the last meeting occurred on
(05/18/2011) and I did not see him anymore. I think he knew I will terminate him soon
and then he appeared to work for me.
Unfairly the court ordered all motorcycles to him because the lawyers did not work.
Even these motorcycles; the Harley Davison1500cc, Yamaha, Triumph were awarded to
him, even though I have been riding them as my own since 2000. Also, all eleven
motorcycles and the above items were bought during the marriage. They are marital
assets but many of the judges probably do not know I have been riding motorcycles
especially the age of 63. The biggest Harley’s are mine; he did not even ride them
once. The court believed the Ducati motorcycles were purchased with his parent’s
money, then how’s my Chicago Condo l bought with my parent’s inheritance (and had
only my name on the deed) considered as marital property? The lawyer did not
mention this at all even though I told them. The judge knows all these are marital assets.
During the marriage we had earned multimillions not his fathers. The unfair distribution of
assets will play a role as discussed later. But suffice it to say that the ruling gave them a
weapon to unfairly come after me.

4.0 JUDGES BEHAVIOR
How is the Hawaii property related to the Scott County Court Iowa? It shows how
the Judge changes the court record to suit their ambitions. Is that why the Judge Howes
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deleted these information from the record on the first court day 08/15/2011(Hawaii
property)? To support this point, after I submitted the first draft of this document to the
appellate lawyer, Geerdes said “Don’t send anyone beside me”.
Have any certain judges have seen drafts of this document? Absolutely Judge Mary
Howes. I went the court often to check my documents and copies dockets. Often times I
would notice that papers were added and subtracted in my files.
After my initial writing spread among certain judges and lawyers (from lawyer Gregg
Geerdes, he put my story in my court documents) the Judge Howes put some excuse court
papers in front of the court record which was placed into yellow case file and stapled.
Overall, this is a case in point that the Judges are not impartial. In this case, everything
(timing of the court dates, judge assignment and decisions distributing the assets) went in
favor of the other side.

5.0 COMMON TRAITS OF LAWYERS
I have noticed that during the first meeting with lawyers they sound to be eager and
diligent. However, after they talk to opposing side lawyer they appear to stop work
and want to just work on the path of least resistance. Then why I hired him? While
these lawyers are not licensed in Hawaii so could not help me, but later they wanted to
work on the proceeds from the auction of the Hawaii property? Further, Geerdes even
threatened me through e- mails that the money would transfer to the opposing
lawyer Stephen Newport trust account? I first saw this same behavior by my first
lawyer, Douglas Scovil (later he contacted Hawaii lawyer).
In the case of Mr. Scovil, he out-rightly discriminated against me and therefore put my
case in jeopardy. I was not able to talk to him since May (04/27/2010) and I could not
make an appointment with him before final the court date. I called him two consecutive
weeks but I could not make an appointment, however my white friend called him for me
and she was able to get an appointment right away. That was at the end of April, I decided
he was not working for me and decided to terminate him.
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Mr. Scovil received a fee from both sides; me and my former husband. Tom told
me Mr. Scovil’s received his lawyer fee from you and me (both side). So I sent to him e-mail
to ask him to refund some money (can prove).
Candy Pasternak even hid documents until the clerk of court found them and told
me you better change to another lawyer. But, I still did not receive my delinquent
alimony over 4years. (below her story). I had a similar experience with a Des Moines
based lawyer too. (his story is below). Lawyer Ronald May was similar. May did not file
an appearance in court as my lawyer even he received a $5000.00 retainer and a signed
contract. Then he allowed the court summons come directly to me for contempt to
imprisonment. Did they already know this will happen? The grace of God I am not in Jail
now.
After I had fired Maria Waterman as my lawyer and dropped my divorce case until my
husband deceived me of our finance and affair with male lover. After this, even I am an
innocent person; I could hardly find lawyers in this town because of undeserved bad
reputation. One day in about 2010 my Korean lawyer with us (another person with me)
and speak on telephone in a conversation with lawyer, Candy Pasternak she told us my
husband and I have bad reputation among the lawyers and judges. Is it my problem they
are corrupt? What causes these lawyers to behavior similar like this after they talked to
opposing side lawyers? Not work for me then the other side? How much money is left in
Stephen Newport’s trust account? Does it still have $310,000.00? I doubt it. Did it go fund
political ambition? Also until this balance until is zero, these people will not let me have
peace in my life. I am not afraid to die even if these people kill me indirectly, but I am
afraid that as an innocent person they will bind me as a criminal person. I am an
innocent person! I did not do anything wrong! Please get off my back! Leave me
alone! I am an innocent citizen! You guys have broken law not me.
After appellate court decision, where at least I got pension awarded, (at this time I sent
my first draft of this writing to certain judges and lawyers) I was trying to find a Christian
lawyer. I found one in Des Moines and after the first meeting with him; he sounded sincere
and agreed to work on my case. Before, I even hired him; he wanted come to my town from
Des Moines (200 miles) on Saturday. In the fall of that year, I signed a contract and paid a
retainer fee of $5,000.00. But then he had contact with the lawyer Stephen Newport and
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never filed an appearance to the court. As previously mentioned, he also started working
for my delinquent alimony first. Therefore, I prepared and sent to him the required
supporting documents, but he did never responded. I called him to ask about my alimony
but made several excuses. It took almost a half year later for him to say that he was sorry
since he could not take my case and finally returned my documents (whole file box). He did
not even open box of documents I had sent to him (I have his e-mail; I was sent him two
winter groves for him and his wife before Christmas but open almost Spring time.). He
returned the complete retainer fee and apologized. I ran a business for several years and
know that if our business practices were like the lawyers, i.e. 6 months to respond to a
client, we would be out of business very soon.
I am curious why these lawyers after they talked to opposite lawyer they
decrease activity and not vigorously argue my case or even file motion to court for
me? A couple of times, I was desperate for health insurance, I had have strokes. I needed
them to file motion for me because my former husband was delinquent in his
responsibility for my health insurance. But my lawyers never acted to fill this need
and decree requirement. Also when I first hired the lawyers, I asked them to work on
securing the QDRO for my pension but, like clockwork, they made the delinquent alimony
their initial priority without my request or consent. Despite, their misplaced efforts, I am
still owned delinquent alimony.
After two years and agreement from the now deceased former husband, the
lawyers had not filed the QDRO nor secured back alimony. I hired a new lawyer for
pension but he also talk to opposite side lawyer and then he wanted to make priority work
my delinquent alimony as previous lawyers. At this time, my Caucasian friends and I reset
his priorities to work on the pension that is more important than delinquent alimony.
Although all these lawyers wanted to work to alimony still it has not be resolved and I have
not received the back alimony. I know as long as proceeds from the Hawaii property sold
by auction ($310,000.00) remain in the lawyer, Newport’s trust account, then these
lawyers and judges will never to work for me. This particular lawyer was able to get the
QDRO, but we are still waiting for the alimony claim against his estate and are racing the
clock against it closing.
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Getting the lawyers to file an appearance has been a major source of personal
anguish and distress for me. Until they file an appearance they can withdraw from the
case at any time. Two of them did not file an appearance in court; Mr. May and Des Moines,
Christian lawyer. The Des Moines Christian Lawyer started my pension but after talking
with other side lawyer he dropped my case after 6months. Therefore, I was so worried; I
suffered from sleeplessness, and emotional distress. Now my lawyer, Philip Koenig after I
hired him as my lawyer but he did not enter the court appearance until 2 months I had
heavy stressed. It caused me to be hospitalized for a couple of days in brink of death. Is it
possible that they wanted to withdraw should the local politics get too rough? I knew that
one retired judge, she said to my coordinator (his relative) June’s case involves political
career ambitions. I also believe it, otherwise the Judge Howes never had a decree came out
like that and it was fetid justice
In summary, it appears that most lawyers like to make the initial sale, but lack the
interest to diligently pursue the matter. They like their retainers, but they like to
charge hours with little to no results. Finally, their business practices are sub-par
compared to most commercial or professional businesses.

6.0 USING THE JUSTICE SYSTEM TO ATTACK INNOCENT
PEOPLE
The former husband’s attorney filed a contempt of court against me after the
former husband had died. The contempt stated that I needed to return some vehicles (11
motorcycles) as stated in the Divorce Decree. But they had never requested arrangements
to return the vehicles. Despite the fact as documented in the Police reports 201200020087, 2012-000200733, BP-10-012737,, my former husband broke into the house
and took the motorcycles and furniture he wanted but he left the vehicles that were
mine. Moreover, the judges are against the rule of law so they are together trying to take
advantage of the situation and put me in jail? However, they failed to fulfill the court order
regarding my pension, QDRO (09/19/2011) and alimony for over 2 years. I did not refuse
and I did fail the court order.
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Stephen Newport filed the contempt to punish me, put me in Jail? The Judges and
lawyers were against the Law so as to why these judges and lawyers together have a noose
to bind me. As they did 25 years ago, put an innocent person in jail, as a scapegoat for their
political ambition. Now, they demand I pay their lawyer fee?
By happenstance, I started to find a new lawyer and started with Legal Aid since at this
point in time I had no income, alimony or pension. However, I was 99% sure the legal aid
service would not help me. Therefore, I hired a new lawyer at that time for my pension and
house deed. After I paid this new lawyer a retainer of $5,000 and signed a contract,
contempt summon was still delivered to directly to me at my house. My best friend
called the lawyer asked Mr. May “Why was it delivered to June’s house since typically
it should have gone to you, attorney not to June directly? He said that “It was
delivered to the house so that June (me) is aware of the summons.” Later, we
concluded that since this lawyer, R. May never filed an appearance; they had to send it to
my house and not to him. This is because officially, he was not the attorney of record. I had
hired him 06/23/2013 and I terminated him 07/02/2013. He had followed the same
pattern of lawyers stated above; he made the sale and they appeared to lose interest. As
the timeline will show, soon after May contacted Newport about the QDRO, Stephen
Newport filed the contempt of court complaint against me.
Mr. May charged a lot of money for nothing. In the initial meeting he said my
Bettendorf house deed would be easy since it was a simple quit claim deed and awarded to
me in the appeal. I am eager to sell the house when we spoke I had understood that it
would be simple matter since it was awarded to me by the court. Later I sent him mail to
ask “Can you explain to me why this is not the case anymore? He never responded to why
he delayed obtaining the quit claim deed. After I terminated him on July 02, 2013 I sent
e-mails, letters, and phone message to recover the balance of the $5000 retainer fee
and a copy of the appearance but he did not respond. After 4 request for the balance
of the retainer, I finally got the check on 07/31/2013 for $3337.50. (Even less than
10 days)
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7.0 WHERE ARE WE HEADED NOW?
I have no health insurance after 06/15/2013 the ex-husband, Tom died on 06/12/2013.
I was previously hospitalized with strokes symptoms and all regular insurance company
denied coverage. The lawyer for my former husband’s trust lawyer, Goedken cut my Cobra
benefit insurance. I desperately need the COBRA because I could not get any individual
insurance company during the divorce. These lawyers did not work for me and caused
much distress resulting in stroke symptoms and I was hospitalized as a result. Therefore, I
could not get regular insurance and was rejected even by the state of Iowa. They said I have
to through original my company group insurance, Cobra benefit 9 months-18 months but
after ex-husband died his trust lawyer want me to pay $1500.00 month. Ex-husband was
ordered by the first decree to pay my health insurance, but he did not pay. Tom did this
because he wanted to ruin my credit so that I could not get a loan to prevent the
foreclosure on the Hawaii property. After the appeal, he paid the health insurance, even
though the court did not require it. Knowing that it was in the decree, why did these
lawyers (Goedken) cut my insurance after he died? I could not get insurance and now I
have no health insurance. I need to pay the monthly expenses, including the other
insurance, and taxes, repair the house, take care for a big yard and he did not pay last over
5 years Homeowner’s Association fees and utilities which total over $ 4000.00. Also, I have
to hire a lawyer to make the other side file. Newport is supposed to prepare pension QDRO
but he did not complete until September 2013, after he was contacted by my lawyer. This
occurred at about the same as he attacked me with the contempt of court allegation.
Regarding proceeds from the Hawaii property foreclosure, this is huge money
and is a war chest for the opposition. It is $310,000.00, half of the auction proceeds
from Hawaii property. That money is still in the lawyer Newport trust account. As

long as this money in lawyer, Newport trust account I believe that they
will never let me rest. This is why the Hawaii property is important since it
connects judges, Mary Howes and the lawyers and provides them with the resources
to never leave me alone.
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Is this murder and torture of an innocent person? I am 63 old of age. During the
divorce, the lawyers were playing games. I was admitted to the hospital and 2 times
strokes symptoms and could not walk and this is why I could not have insurance? Also still
over 4 year’s delinquent alimony I have not received. Now it is claimed by my previous
appellate attorney for his lawyer’s fee ($17,000.00). I had paid him initially a $15,000.00
retainer fee. $10,000.00 was almost gone by 2 weeks before filed to court for appearance.
He filed the court motion for his fee but he does not corral my monthly expensive, alimony
and properties, only on my alimony.

8.0 CLOSING
Now I would like to say, absolutely not all lawyers and judges are crooked and there are
good people and bad people in the world as well. I remembered that the old judges who are
retired and I saw the honest judges and lawyers in this court. Otherwise, we may never
read this story on the media and newspapers, “ Kyle Willianson case: Former Judge Pleads
guilty to falsifying documents” –February 23, 2009 -12:00 am in Quad City times, editor,
Ann McGlynn
This is a true story and over several pages. I am trying to summarize as a shortcut but
still a long story so a lot of people may not have time to read the entire document.
Therefore, I am I make the subject headings for each topic in bold face type. I am still afraid
of being attacked as long as the above mentioned money exists. As you read this story of
Judges breaking the law while lawyers are complacent, even they threaten me with the
imprisonment.
In summary, the bullets from this experience are:
1.

Hawaiian property funds a War Chest for the opposition as state above.

2.

$91,000 in a Southeast National Bank account from my own solo
business (Marco Polo) in a dormant account but it completely disappeared
with no records before the divorce was finalized.

3.

Other side accused me of contempt of court and tried to entrap and imprison
me. They will continue until the above Hawaii funds are exhausted.
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4.

Over four years of missing delinquent alimony. Why did Julie Carlin, Clerk of Court
endorse my missing alimony checks in an intermittent fashion? Former
husband just before died made a last alimony payment but never reached me as it
transited the clerk of court. Why does the Clerk of Court, Julie Carlin refuse to meet
me?

5.

Judge told me to bring a lawyer if I wanted a copy of the initial Divorce Decree.

6.

The Judge did not allow a translator; despite English is not my native language.

7.

Over 30-40 minutes of court hearing time disappeared from the
court record of August 15, 2011.

8.

The aunt of a long term friend who is a Judge said that my case was driven by
political ambition.

9.

I was denied 21 days to find a lawyer; despite it is written in Iowa
law. I asked for a motion to continue and it was denied by the Judge.

10. The timeline shows that the contempt of court was retribution for
the QDRO.
I am wondering who is behind this political ambition. Since this is very powerful
forces, they are not afraid of the law. As you read above, during my court processing
date I was vomiting blood. But after 28 years, I lost most of the assets and I still endure
attacks from the lawyers. Maybe these people try to kill me. Shooting at a person’s chest
with a gun is not the only means of murder. You can drain the blood of an innocent citizen
by constant indifference to crying justice and deliberate negligence to a powerless woman
who actually is in the most immediate need of a protection from the Society. With language
challenges in the form of a heavy accent, it will not be easy for me to resolve the matter
myself. I am not afraid to die, but I am afraid of imprisonment and therefore I am
writing this real life story. Is this freedom of speech? If I am imprisoned, then only
their side will appear and my case will be discounted and not told.
However, my past experience with the American legal system has caused me to think
that the very people who are to make distinctions between right and wrong have lost their
morality and abuse law in a way that only serve their ambitions. Listening to numerous
accounts of judges travestying justice by colluding with well-connected attorneys and
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taking advantages of the less fortunate minorities, I could not help but start asking
questions at the end of the day. If I do not fear the LORD, I would murder judge and lawyers.
When I had light strokes a couple of times, over 4 months I could not walk but even Dr.’s
had ordered to physical therapy but I could not get treatment. That time I wanted to so
many times kill them, but when I have been praying and to keep the God’s word I was
thinking so many times to kill myself but I could not die left behind this unfair matter I had
received may reveal to others, powerless people and minorities these fetid justice and
judicial systems of Scott County Iowa’s absolute discriminated and prejudiced. For
example, like my delinquent alimony through the seven lawyers still I did not receive it. I
emphasized that I need health insurance which I desperately needed for treatments from
strokes. These lawyers (Candy Pasternak, Douglas Scovil, and Gregg Geerdes) did not care.
The lawyer, Geerdes wanted to work on only delinquent alimony and Hawaii money bond
to transfer to other side lawyer’s trust account. Why do these lawyers work only on the
Hawaii property? Also Judge Howes removed completely the court record for
(08/15/2011) and told the court reporter to delete all statements made in court on that
day? Moreover, after start court processing she was looking to the opposite side for some
documents but then she said “I could not continue the proceedings until 08/17/2011. We
did not even discuss this issue.”
Fetid Justice extends beyond Scott County Iowa. There are several examples in smaller
and often more rural areas of this country where generations of lawyer families have
become very tight and often times stretch the law to breaking. For example, Dr. Young K.
case in Northwest Indiana where he was falsely accused by his clients and was sent to
prison by a prosecutor who built a case on circumstantial evidence. And there is a weak
woman in Missouri who has two little sons without any money and power. Because she
had no money and power, whenever the drunken father came to visit her sons by
motorcycle or car, she had to allow the drunken father to meet his sons. Even though she
called the police, since the rich father was politically connected and he was not arrested.
There are many other examples, most people are likely aware of them within in their own
lives.
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I cry out now, for the Scott County Iowa Justice to get off my back. I
am an innocent citizen; leave me alone from your fetid justice. I just
want to live the rest of life in peace!!

